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Abstract In this study, methods for data acquisition, analy-
sis, modelling, and simulation of performance parameters
in road cycling on real tracks were developed an evalu-
ated. A simulator was designed to facilitate the measure-
ment in a laboratory environment . The simulation included
real height profiles and a video playback that was syn-
chronised with the cyclist’s current virtual position on the
track and online visualisation of course and performance
parameters. Field data obtained on mountain tracks in this
study were compared with the state-of-the art mathemati-
cal model for road cycling power, established by Martin et
al. in 1998, which accounts for the gradient force, air resis-
tance, rolling resistance, frictional losses in wheel bearings,
and inertia. The model described the performance parame-
ters accurately with correlation coefficients of 0.96–0.99 and
signal-to-noise ratios of 19.7–23.9 dB. It was shown that the
mathematical model can be implemented on an ergometer
for simulating rides on real courses providing similar qual-
ity measures when comparing field and simulator measure-
ments.
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1 Introduction

Computer science in sports is an emerging interdisciplinary
field, which has evolved in the last 20 to 30 years fo-
cusing on the following areas of research: data acquisi-
tion, processing, and analysis, modelling and simulation,
data bases and expert systems, multimedia and presenta-
tion, and IT networks/communication. Recording devices
for a host of physical and physiological parameters have be-
come available both to professional athletes as well as to
non-professional sportsmen. These parameters are used for
monitoring and measuring sports activities in the lab, during
training, and even in competition. However, given the vast
amount and many types of data available, it still remains
difficult to efficiently extract the relevant information.

This contribution focuses on road cycling on real tracks
and methods to acquire, process, model, and analyse perfor-
mance data. Furthermore, a simulator is realised and model-,
real-world-, and simulation data are compared for valida-
tion.

1.1 Related work

Mathematical models have been introduced to model road
cycling performance, e.g., [1–4]. These models were derived
from the law of conservation of energy. The state-of-the art
mathematical model for road cycling power, established by
Martin et al. in 1998, [2], is based on a differential equation
that accounts for the gradient force, air resistance, rolling
resistance, frictional losses in wheel bearings, and inertia.
In that contribution, the model was validated by perform-
ing road cycling trials on an almost flat (0.3 % slope from
construction plans) and straight concrete road with nomi-
nal constant speeds. A linear regression between the average
power measured by an SRM power meter and the power pre-
dicted by the model, given the actual average speed, yielded
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a slope of 1.00 for the regression line, a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.97 and a standard error of measurement of the
difference between measured and modelled power of 2.7 W
(average SRM power 172.8 W). The variation of the data
that the model accounts for was 97%.

The mathematical models were used to predict time trial
performance [4], required power output during cycling [2],
and to derive optimal pacing strategies for time trials in
variable synthetic terrain and wind conditions [5–9]. More-
over, the models were applied in on-road measurements to
identify physical parameters like rolling friction and aerody-
namic drag [10] and the coefficients of the model equation
some of which combine several physical parameters [11].

These mathematical models also provide the means
upon which ergometers for road biking simulation must be
based. For example, in simulations based on ergometers us-
ing an eddy current brake the applied brake force is com-
puted as a function of various mechanical friction param-
eters, the current speed, and the road slope at the current
position.

Although mathematical models for road cycling have
been successfully applied in various contexts as outlined
above, several issues remain to be studied. The state-of-the-
art model of Martin et al. was validated only for flat courses
and using only average measurement values. Thus, dynamic
aspects such as variable speed or power output and variable
terrain were not included in the study. This implies that the
model equation was tested only with respect for its steady-
state solution, rather than as an equation for a dynamical
system. Moreover, when applied in such a dynamic context,
precision of the numerical solution of the differential equa-
tion may be another limiting factor for the applicability of
the model.

Regarding road cycling simulators there does not seem
to exist a detailed account of how to implement the appropri-
ate model equations together with the respective hardware
design. Moreover, the commercial ergometers are primarily
intended for training purposes and not for scientific studies.
Therefore, validations of such simulators including compar-
isons with corresponding measurements in the field have not
yet been undertaken.

1.2 Aims and objectives

This contribution aims at the entire cycle of data acquisi-
tion, filtering, analysis, modelling, and prediction of com-
plex sport performance data. Endurance sports are partic-
ularly suitable applications since they allow for long-term
data series, that can be expected to be more homogeneous,
and that depend to a lesser degree on chance events than,
e.g., game sports. Currently, the work focuses on road cy-
cling that may later be extended to include, e.g., running and
rowing.

This paper focuses on a comparison of performance pa-
rameters in the field, on a lab simulator, and in the math-
ematical model. Previously, validations of mathematical
models for cycling performance were carried out by com-
paring predictions of the models to measurements on a flat
course. This study focuses on two uphill tracks with vary-
ing steepness. Specifically, the cyclist’s climbing progress
on real outdoor rides on these tracks together with measure-
ments of a power meter is compared to predictions of the
mathematical model for these tracks.

Another contribution of this paper is the comparison be-
tween performance parameters measured by the simulator
and those calculated by the mathematical model. The main
purpose of this task is to provide a means to evaluate the
extent to which a lab ergometer ride can accurately simu-
late an outdoor ride on real-world tracks. Such simulations
may then be used by athletes to prepare for competitions on
unknown courses.

The following subsection outlines the mathematical
models for cycling power that is used for the comparison
with field and lab tests. In Section 2 the cycling courses, the
equipment, the test setup, the data preprocessing, and the
means of comparison of measurements and model predic-
tion are discussed. The last three sections include the results,
their discussion, and conclusions.

1.3 Mathematical models

Beginning in the 1980s, mathematical models have been de-
veloped to describe the relation between pedalling power
and speed during road cycling. These models comprise a
multitude of physical phenomena, but their accuracy could
not be determined before the SRM power meter [12] became
available commercially in 1994. Then, in 1998 Martin et al.
summarised the significant components to form a mathemat-
ical model for road cycling power [2].

The model is based on an equilibrium of resistance
power and pedalling power Pped provided by a cyclist to pro-
pel his bicycle. The resistance power is composed of power
due to gain in potential energy Ppot, aerodynamic drag Pair,
frictional losses in wheel bearings Pbear, rolling friction Proll,
and gain in kinetic energy Pkin,

Ppot +Pair +Pbear +Proll +Pkin = ηPped .

The efficiency factor η < 1 accounts for frictional loss
in the drive chain.

Dividing this equation by the angular speed of the
wheels yields the corresponding equilibrium of torques
where one has to consider the lever principle using the trans-
mission ratio γ = nfront

nrear
, i.e., the ratio of the number of teeth

on the front sprocket to the number of teeth on the rear
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sprocket:

Tpot +Tair +Tbear +Troll +Tkin =
η

γ
Tped . (1)

The pedal torque is equal to the product of the pedal
force and the length of the crank: Tped = Fpedlc. Moreover,
Equation (1) is divided by the radius of the wheels, rw, in
order to obtain the equilibrium of resistance and pedalling
force acting at the contact area between the rear wheel and
the road:

Fpot +Fair +Fbear +Froll +Fkin =
η

γ

lc
rw

Fped . (2)

Eventually, the specific mechanical models can be substi-
tuted into each component:

mg
dh
dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fpot

+
1
2

cdρAẋ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fair

+(β0 +β1ẋ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fbear

+µmg︸︷︷︸
Froll

+

(
m+

Iw

r2
w

)
ẍ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fkin

=
η

γ

lc
rw

Fped (3)

Here, x = x(t) is the distance travelled as a function of time
t, ẋ = v(t) is the speed, and ẍ = v̇(t) is the acceleration.
The other physical parameters are listed in Table 1. Am-
bient wind and aerodynamic drag by rotation of spokes is
neglected.

Thus, the sought relation can be rewritten as a nonlinear
differential equation of the form

γ
rw

lc
f (x(t), ẋ(t), ẍ(t)) = ηFped(t) , (4)

respectively,

f (x(t), ẋ(t), ẍ(t)) · ẋ(t) = ηPped(t) , (5)

where the discounted pedalling force ηFped(t), respectively
the discounted pedalling power ηPped(t), occurs as the driv-
ing term for the covered distance x(t), as the independent
variable, and f (x, ẋ, ẍ) denotes the left hand side of Equa-
tion (3).

The mathematical model is used in two ways.

1. Given the distance measurements x(t) for the duration of
a ride, the corresponding pedalling force Fped(t), respec-
tively pedalling power Pped, is computed by evaluating
f (x(t), ẋ(t), ẍ(t)) in Equation (4). These values are then
compared with the actual power measurements provided
by the SRM.

2. Given measured or prescribed pedalling power Pped(t)
for the duration of a ride, Equation (5) is resolved for
x(t) numerically (using MATLAB’s ode45 function).
The derived values for the speed v(t) = ẋ(t) are then
compared with the actual speed measurements provided
by the SRM.

Table 1 Physical parameters of the mathematical model. These param-
eters originate from measurements or were taken from the literature
as follows: mc,mb weighted with scales; I′, lc,cw manufacturer infor-
mation; L measured using bicycle speedometer integrated into Garmin
Edge 705 device; h(x) measured (see Section 2.4); Iw measured by pen-
dulum experiment, [13]; β0,β1,η from [2]; cd ,A average value from
[14], µ standard value from Cyclus 2 ergometer for asphalt road.

Cyclist/bicycle/simulator

mass cyclist mc Tab. 3
mass bicycle mb 10.6kg
total mass m mb +mc
simulator inertia I′ 0.543kgm2

wheel circumference cw 2105mm
wheel radius rw (2π)−1cw
wheel inertia Iw 0.28kgm2

cross-sectional area A 0.4m2

length of crank lc 175mm
bearing coefficient β0 0.091N
bearing coefficient β1 0.0087 Ns/m

mechanical gear ratio, bicycle γ 39/27, ..., 50/12
fixed gear ratio, simulator γ ′ 50/13
simulated gear ratio γ ′sim 39/27, ..., 50/12

Course/environment

friction factor µ 0.004
gravity factor g 9.81 m/s2

drag coefficient cd 0.7
air density ρ 1.2 kg/m3

length L Tab. 2
height h(x) Subsec. 2.1
chain efficiency η 0.975

The mathematical model for cycling on an ergometer
used in this study is slightly different. In the following
primed symbols (·)′ are used to denote ergometer quantities.
On an ergometer, the cyclist pedals against the power of the
eddy current brake P′brake, the power that causes changes of
the kinetic energy of the flywheel P′kin, and frictional losses
in the chain (factor η):

P′brake +P′kin = ηP′ped .

Note that mechanical friction with the simulator is not con-
sidered, since the manufacturer assured that this is already
accounted for in the internal control of the ergometer brake.
In analogy to Equations (1) and (2), the equilibrium in terms
of torques yields

T ′brake +T ′kin =
η

γ ′
T ′ped , (6)

and in terms of forces

F ′brake +F ′kin =
η

γ ′
lc
rw

F ′ped .

Again, one can insert the specific mechanical model for the
inertial force:

F ′brake +
I′

r2
w

ẍ︸︷︷︸
F ′kin

=
η

γ ′
lc
rw

F ′ped .
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The moment of inertia of the ergometer flywheel I′ corre-
sponds to a combined inertial mass of cyclist and bicycle of
m′i =

I′
r2
w
≈ 4.86kg, which is – as with most ergometers – by

far too low.
The simulator that was used in the experiments consists

of a Cyclus 2 ergometer and a custom control software. The
design of the simulator is based on the following mathemat-
ical model for which symbols for the quantities of the sim-
ulation are denoted with the additional subscript (·)′sim in
order to distinguish them from the physical ergometer quan-
tities. The ergometer allows to impose an arbitrary brake
force F ′brake (equivalent to a brake torque T ′brake = F ′brakerw)
with a control software that was developed to simulate real
courses. The physical models of (3) were used to compute
a simulated brake torque T ′sim,brake as the sum of simulated
torques due to gain in potential energy T ′sim,pot, aerodynamic
drag T ′sim,air, friction in the bearings T ′sim,bear, and rolling re-
sistance T ′sim,roll. Furthermore, simulation of arbitrary gears
without any mechanical changes was enabled. For this pur-
pose, the factor γ ′sim was introduced to represent virtual gears
and was incorporated into the formula to control the brake
torque T ′brake of the ergometer. The mechanical gear ratio re-
mained fixed (γ ′ = 50

13 ) at all times.

T ′brake =
γ ′sim
γ ′

T ′sim,brake (7)

=
γ ′sim
γ ′
(
T ′sim,pot +T ′sim,air +T ′sim,bear +T ′sim,roll

)
.

This modification required an adjustment of other simula-
tion quantities in order to fulfil the following two desired
conditions. Firstly, the power P′brake that is absorbed by the
brake should match the simulated power for gain in poten-
tial energy P′sim,pot, aerodynamic drag P′sim,air, friction in the
bearings P′bear and rolling resistance P′sim,roll.

P′brake = T ′brakeω
′ (8)

= P′sim,pot +P′sim,air +P′bear +P′sim,roll

= P′sim,brake

= T ′sim,brakeω
′
sim .

Due to (7), it followed that the angular speed in the simula-
tion ω ′sim had to be defined in terms of the angular speed of
the ergometer ω ′ as

ω
′
sim =

γ ′sim
γ ′

ω
′ . (9)

Secondly, the power that changes the kinetic energy of the
ergometer flywheel P′kin should match the power due to
changes in kinetic energy in the simulation P′sim,kin:

P′kin = T ′kinω
′ (10)

= P′sim,kin

= T ′sim,kinω
′
sim ,

where T ′sim,kin is the torque responsible for the gain in kinetic
energy in the simulation. Together with (9),

T ′sim,kin =
γ ′

γ ′sim
T ′kin

applied.
As a consequence, the moment of inertia in the simula-

tion I′sim differed from the moment of inertia of the ergome-
ter flywheel:

I′sim =
T ′sim,kin

ω̇ ′sim
(11)

=

(
γ ′

γ ′sim

)2 T ′kin
ω̇ ′︸︷︷︸
I′

,

Clearly, I′sim generally does not match the moment of inertia
that corresponds to the mass of a cyclist, a bicycle, and the
inertia of the bicycle wheels, which is a shortcoming of the
simulation. However, as γ ′ = 50/13 was fixed and for most of
the time larger than the simulated transmission ratio γ ′sim, for
most of the time the moment of inertia was closer to realistic
values than the physical moment of inertia of the ergometer
flywheel. Another technical advantage of the modification
was that the operation of the eddy current brake is improved
since the ratio of the torque T ′brake to be generated and the
angular speed ω ′ was smaller than the corresponding simu-
lation quantities by a factor of (γ ′sim/γ ′)2.

Two more physical limitations of the ergometer were
partly compensated by the simulation software: Firstly, the
maximum torque T ′brake which the eddy current brake can
generate is an approximately linear function of ω ′ which
was measured by setting a high nominal brake torque, ped-
alling slowly, and recording the brake torque that was ac-
tually generated. During the simulation, whenever a higher
than possible torque is needed, the simulation software takes
over control and decreases γ ′sim until the ratio T ′brake/ω ′ is in
the valid range again. If necessary, it decreases γ ′sim even be-
low its minimum of 39/27. While riding the simulator such
an event is flagged to the user by a synthetically generated
sound and also by a change of colour for the display of the
simulated gear ratio γ ′sim.

Secondly, the ergometer has no motor, that could accel-
erate, e.g., when rolling downhill. Moreover, due to the un-
avoidable mechanical friction, the interface does not allow
a nominal brake torque below values that are equivalent to
a pedal force of 50 N. When smaller nominal values are re-
quired, the simulation software changes to a model-mode, in
which the kinetic quantities, i.e., ω ′sim, are computed by the
software using the mathematical model and thus are inde-
pendent of the ergometer quantities. This causes an unavoid-
able discontinuity of ω ′sim when the nominal brake torque is
again high enough to switch to the normal operation, but to
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Fig. 1 Gradient s(x) = tan(arcsin(dh/dx)) versus distance of the courses
Ottenberg (top) and Wachtbüeler Höhe (bottom). In the sections, where
the line is black, a differential GPS signal with a standard deviation of
σh < 3cm is available and used for the computation of the gradient.
In the sections, where the line is grey, the signal reception is degraded
due to obstacles like houses and trees and the gradient is estimated
using the mathematical model and measurements of power and speed
as described in Section 2.1
.

this extent a simulation of accelerating on a downhill section
is possible.

In the following experiments, the courses and pacing
strategies were chosen, so that the inertia mismatch and the
partly compensated physical ergometer limitations play only
a minor role, as will be seen in Section 3.

2 Methods

This section provides the details on the experimental setups
of the performed bicycle rides as well as on the methods
for data acquisition, processing, and analysis of the cycling
performance data.

Fig. 2 Screenshot of simulation program window. Scene from the Ot-
tenberg course.

2.1 Courses

Two uphill courses of 2.8 km and 4.2 km length, with an as-
cent of about 250 m each and varying steepness were con-
sidered, namely Ottenberg and Wachtbüeler Höhe, located
near Weinfelden, Switzerland, and Hüttlingen, Switzerland,
respectively. See Table 2 and Figures 1–3 for gradient pro-
files and picture overviews of the courses. The tracks were
recorded by a video camera. The gradient profiles were es-
timated with a method that combines measurements of a
differential GPS device with those of a bicycle computer
(Garmin Edge 705) that integrates a speedometer, a stan-
dard GPS sensor, and an SRM power meter. The bicy-
cle computer collected measurements of distance, speed, 3-
dimensional GPS coordinates, and pedalling power during
a ride on the track. The details of this method are given in
Section 2.4. During field rides the position across the track
was kept constant such that the distance to the right edge of
the track was approximately 1 m.

2.2 Equipment

The cyclists used the same standard road race bicycle
(Radon RPS 9.0 with a 60 cm frame), both in the field and

Table 2 Two courses, called Ottenberg and Wachtbüeler Höhe, were
chosen for the tests.

Ottenberg Wachtbüeler Höhe

Length 2827 m 4220 m
Start height 438 m 422 m
End height 672 m 680 m
Average gradient 8.3% 6.1%
Maximum gradient 15.2% 12.6%
Standard deviation of gradient 2.6% 3.0%
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Fig. 3 3D view of the courses: Ottenberg (left), Wachtbüeler Höhe (right).

on the simulator. The bicycle has a 10-speed cassette (13–19
and 21, 23, 27 teeth) and is equipped with a GPS-enabled
Garmin Edge 705 bicycle computer which is configured to
integrate an SRM power meter with 16 strain gauge strips
(Schoberer Rad Messtechnik, Jülich, Germany) attached to
the chain wheel (50, 39 teeth). Such devices for measuring
power are considered state-of-the-art and have been vali-
dated in [2]. The measurements for time, cadence, distance
travelled, speed, and power were recorded.

The simulator is based on a Cyclus 2 ergometer [15]. It
allows to mount the user’s personal bicycle frame and has a
flexible front axle attachment which is intended to provide
a realistic cycling experience, also when riding out of the
saddle. The ergometer can be directly controlled by an ex-
ternal PC-based software at a 2 Hz rate. In the slave mode
the ergometer interface accepts nominal values for the brake
torque which is internally transformed into an appropriate
braking action of the eddy current brake. An internal sensor
measures the rotational speed. Among others, the quantities
time and distance counted from ergometry start, cadence,
speed, and power can be queried by the interface. The sim-
ulator software uses this interface to compute the nominal
brake torque according to (7) and the specific mechanical
models in (3) and, thus, implements the effects of the actual
real-world induced forces.

The simulation includes a video playback that is syn-
chronised with the cyclist’s current position on the track and
online visualisation of various course and performance pa-
rameters, namely the time since the start of the ride, the dis-
tance travelled, the current speed, road gradient, cadence,
gear ratio, and power output. Moreover, the current position
of the cyclist on the course and a plot of the gradient are

shown. This visual feedback was displayed during the sim-
ulated rides in the lab using an LCD projection unit onto a
screen of size of about 1 m2, Figure 2.

2.3 Field and simulation tests

The two selected courses were ridden by several cyclists
of differing age, weight, sex, and training level, including
novice, occasional, and hobby cyclists as detailed in Table 3.
Each ride was performed on the real course as well as with
the simulator in the lab. In advance of each ride, the SRM
was calibrated according to the manual in order to compen-
sate for the dependency of the sensors on temperature. Since
the objective of the experiments was to compare the model
predictions for power respectively for speed with the perfor-
mance on the road and in the lab, the cyclists were instructed
to try to maintain either a prescribed constant speed or con-
stant power for each run.

Table 3 Cyclists in the study.

Age (yrs.) Weight (kg) Sex Experience

A 57 72.8 male hobby cyclist
B 31 74.4 male occasional cyclist
C 26 83.8 male novice cyclist
D 20 57.7 female occasional cyclist
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2.4 Data acquisition and processing of outdoor
measurements

The following data of the tracks were measured in order to
estimate the altitude ĥ(x) and the horizontal coordinates, i.e.,
latitude α̂(x) and longitude β̂ (x) of the track as functions of
the distance x. The procedure accounts for the fact that the
accuracy of the slope dĥ/dx is crucial for a precise modelling
and simulation of cycling on a real track.

Measurement 1: An SRM power meter was used in
conjunction with a GPS-enabled bicycle computer (Garmin
Edge 705) while cycling up the tracks with a moderate pace.
The acquired position data, i.e., latitude αgps(xi), longitude
βgps(xi), and altitude hgps(xi) can be seen as functions of the
sample distances xi, which were recorded simultaneously by
a speedometer. The sampling rate was 1 Hz. The current ac-
curacy of the horizontal coordinates was displayed (3–10 m)
on the device, which does not allow to record this informa-
tion. The accuracy of the altitude is unknown but expected to
be worse than the horizontal accuracy. Obstacles like houses
or trees along the track degraded the GPS reception, but the
signal was never entirely lost. Additionally, the pedalling
power P(xi) was acquired. Overall, measurement 1 provided
3-dimensional position data with limited precision, distance,
and power for the whole track.

Measurement 2: A differential GPS device (Leica
GPS900), mounted on the roof of a car, was driven slowly
along the tracks. Again, these measurements provided 3-
dimensional positions given by latitude αdgps( j), longitude
βdgps( j), and altitude hdgps( j). In addition, standard devia-
tions σα( j), σβ ( j), and σh( j) for each coordinate and sam-
ple index j were recorded. Again, the sampling rate was
1 Hz but there was no distance measurement available. Nor-
mally, the standard deviations were in a range of less than
a few centimetres. However, in presence of some obstacles,
the signal was degraded or even lost (see Figure 1). Overall,
measurement 2 provided 3-dimensional positional data with
high precision but only for sections of the track where the
differential GPS reception was good.

In order to estimate the slope profile of the track these
data had to be fused, i.e., the incomplete but precise dif-
ferential GPS height data of measurement 2 should refine
the complete but less precise height data of measurement
1. First the GPS coordinates αgps(xi) and βgps(xi) were in-
terpolated by means of a 2-dimensional cubic reference
spline s(x) = (α̂(x), β̂ (x)) defining the sought horizontal co-
ordinates as continuous functions of the distance x. Then,
those points of the differential GPS coordinates αdgps( j)
and βdgps( j) that had high quality, i.e., a standard deviation
σh( j) < 3cm, were projected perpendicularly on the refer-
ence spline, so that the distance of the projected point on the
spline to the original measurement point was minimal. This
yielded points s(x( j)) = (α̂(x( j)), β̂ (x( j))), where x( j) is

the corresponding distance along the spline. The altitudes
for these points were obtained from the precise measure-
ments as h̃(x( j)) = hdgps( j). The altitudes at the spline sup-
port points at distances xi which are in the segments with
precise differential GPS readings were discarded and re-
placed by (interpolated) precise measurements h̃(x( j)).

For those track sections where the differential GPS data
exceeded the degradation limit or was unavailable, the slope
was estimated by resolving the model equation (3) for dh/dx

and evaluating it at distances x = x j using the measured
power P(x j) and speed v(x j). However, as the method es-
timates only the slope rather than the altitude, the slope was
integrated, and the resulting altitude function was scaled
and shifted by constant factors, so that the resulting altitude
h̃ was continuous at the transitions to the sections where
differential GPS data was available. A comparison of this
method to the slope estimate dhdgps/dx on a section of the
track, where precise differential GPS data were available,
showed that this slope estimation is more accurate than the
slope estimate dhgps/dx obtained by differentiating the stan-
dard GPS altitude data.

Finally, ĥ(x) was computed as a smoothed cubic spline
using the function csaps of Matlab’s Curve Fitting Toolbox.
It minimises the functional

J = ∑
j

pw(σh( j))
∣∣h̃(x j)− ĥ(x j)

∣∣2 +(1− p)
∫ ∣∣∣d2ĥ

dx2

∣∣∣2dx

where, w(σh( j)) are weights that depend on the standard de-
viation σh (in meters) at the sample j and p = 0.05 is a reg-
ularisation parameter. The weights were chosen w(σh( j)) =
(1− σh( j))10 on sections with differential GPS available.
On sections without differential GPS reception, the average
standard deviation of σh( j) on the sections with differential
GPS reception was used. These parameters control the con-
tradictory demands of ĥ(x) being both smooth and close to
the measured data and were chosen after qualitatively and
visually inspecting the result.

Furthermore, a video was taken during another car ride
with simultaneous GPS measurements using the Garmin
Edge 705 again at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. This allowed to
geo-reference each individual video frame. Likewise, for an
arbitrary position on the track with a given distance from
the starting point one may calculate a corresponding (frac-
tional) video frame number for display in the simulation set-
ting [16].

In order to compare the measured power or speed during
an uphill ride with the corresponding model prediction each
sample point of the ride had to be assigned the correspond-
ing slope of the track. The direct method would be to eval-
uate and differentiate the altitude function ĥ at the distance
xk that was measured at the k-th sample point. However, the
distances measured with different rides on the same track
differ slightly from each other and from those in the height
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profiles because cyclists cannot ride exactly along the same
path so that there is a drift error with distance measurements.
For this reason, the horizontal coordinates of the GPS mea-
surements of each data point during a ride were projected
perpendicularly on the reference spline s(x) which defines
the distance x of the data point that replaces the distance
measurement of the ride. The corresponding slope is then
defined as dĥ/dx evaluated at the obtained distance x.

2.5 Comparison of measurements with model prediction

The pre-processing of the data measured in the field pro-
vided time series of vectors with the components: time t,
distance x(t), speed ẋ(t), power Pped(t), and gradient s(x(t)).
For evaluating the rides with constant speed, these values
(except Pped(t)), inserted in the left side of the model equa-
tion (5), yield the predicted power for comparison with
the measured power. Section 3 provides the corresponding
graphs and gives correlation coefficients and signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR). The latter are defined as

SNR = 10log10
MSPped

MSE
dB (12)

where MSP and MSE denote the mean square power ampli-
tude and the mean square error between the prediction and
the actual power, respectively, measured in decibel. The per-
centage p of the variation of the data that is accounted for
by the model is defined by

p = 100
(

1− MSE
MSPped

)
% . (13)

For evaluating the rides with approximately constant power
the roles of speed and power in the above are reversed and
the SNR and percentage p is defined accordingly.

The analysis for the data obtained with the simulator
proceeds similarly. Since the measured speed and power
data were automatically linked to the used height profiles no
pre-processing to align gradients to the measurements was
required.

2.6 Comparison of simulated rides with outdoor rides

Consider a comparison of the field rides with constant speed
with corresponding simulations in the lab. A direct compar-
ison of measured power values is not appropriate because
the difference between power/speed values in the field and
in the lab must be attributed to a combination of two ef-
fects. Firstly, there is a difference due to model prediction
errors and simulator precision. This is the desired quantity
to be calculated. Secondly, there is a difference in the actual
speed/power that cannot be kept perfectly equal. However,
that part is irrelevant for this study. Thus, a normalisation

procedure was required that aligns the rides such that the
second source of errors was eliminated. This procedure for
preprocessing the data was carried out in two steps.

1. Again, the distances of the outdoor rides data points
were replaced by the distance parameter of their perpen-
dicular point on the reference spline using the horizontal
GPS coordinates.

2. For comparison of power output the speed measures in
the field and of the simulator should be identical, but nat-
urally they differed. The mathematical model was used
to estimate the power output both in the field and in the
lab assuming the preset constant speeds, e.g., v? = 10
km/h.

The compensation for variable speed proceeds as follows.
At each point in time the model for the field resp. the simu-
lator predicts a pedalling power Pm

ped = Pm
ped(x(t), ẋ(t), ẍ(t)).

For constant prescribed speed v?, however, the model would
predict at that same location of the course a value of P?

ped =

Pm
ped(v

?t,v?,0). The measured power was compensated for
the mismatch of the speed simply by multiplying with the
factor P?

ped/Pm
ped. The compensation must be applied to the

measured data from both the field and the simulation. The
resulting time series are denoted the normalised power se-
quences. The procedure for rides with attempted constant
power is likewise, normalising the speed to exactly constant
power. The resulting normalised power resp. speed was then
compared using the same methods as described in the last
subsection.

3 Results

Table 4 provides a comparison of the contributions to the
various model components of the overall work required to
perform the ride of cyclist A at approximately constant
speed (v? = 10 km/h) on the Ottenberg. These include the av-
erage powers that account for gain in potential energy P̄pot,
aerodynamic drag P̄air, frictional losses in wheel bearings
P̄bear, rolling friction P̄roll, and gain in kinetic energy P̄kin.
The average power was 207.4 W and the total work was
57.6 Wh. It is clear that the fraction due to overcoming the
potential energy P̄pot is dominant while the others are small
(P̄air, P̄roll) or even negligible (P̄bear, P̄kin).

The main results are presented by four representative bi-
cycle rides that cover different subjects, courses, and pacing
strategies both outdoors on a real course and indoors on the
simulator by the same cyclists, using the same pacings. Two
of these selected rides were performed with approximately
constant speed v? and power was computed using the model.
For the third and fourth one, having approximately constant
power P?, the speed was computed. In each case the com-
puted quantity is plotted against the measurement data. The
left plots in Figures 4, 5, and 8 show field measurements and
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b) Wachtbüeler Höhe, Cyclist B, v* = 11 km/h
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c) Ottenberg, Cyclist C, P* = 160 W
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d) Wachtbüeler Höhe, Cyclist D, P* = 150 W

Cyclist Condition Course ρ me σe SNR p

A v? = 10 km/h Ottenberg 0.97 8.0 W 19.1 W 20.6 dB 99.1%
B v? = 11 km/h Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.98 4.9 W 20.0 W 19.7 dB 98.9%
C P? = 160W Ottenberg 0.96 -0.41 km/h 0.65 km/h 19.9 dB 99.0%
D P? = 150W Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.99 0.17 km/h 0.73 km/h 23.9 dB 99.6%

Fig. 4 Field rides versus model predictions. In the left plots the grey lines give the power resp. speed SRM measurements. The solid lines show
the corresponding predictions of the model. The right plots show the distribution of the prediction error signal, defined as the predicted power
resp. speed minus the measured power resp. speed. The prediction errors are analysed in the table. ρ is the correlation coefficient, me is the mean
prediction error, σe is the standard deviation of the prediction error, SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, and p the percentage of variation explained
by the model. Note that in the first two lines power is compared, while in the last two lines speed is compared.
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c) Ottenberg, Cyclist C, P* = 160 W
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d) Wachtbüeler Höhe, Cyclist D, P* = 150 W

Cyclist Condition Course ρ me σe SNR p

A v? = 10 km/h Ottenberg 0.99 4.9 W 7.5 W 27.4 dB 99.8%
B v? = 11 km/h Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.99 4.7 W 9.3 W 25.1 dB 99.7%
C P? = 150W Ottenberg 0.99 0.06 km/h 0.41 km/h 25.2 dB 99.7%
D P? = 160W Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.99 0.02 km/h 0.87 km/h 23.2 dB 99.5%

Fig. 5 Model versus simulated rides. In the left plots the grey lines give the power resp. speed prediction of the model. The solid lines show the
measurements of the simulator. The right plots show the distribution of the error signal, defined as the simulator power resp. speed minus the
modelled power resp. speed. The errors are analysed in the table. ρ is the correlation coefficient, me is the mean prediction error, σe is the standard
deviation of the prediction error, SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, and p the percentage of variation explained by the model. (Since starting with
v = 0 causes large errors during the acceleration phase at the beginning, the first 4 s of the data were cut off and ignored.)
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Ottenberg, Cyclist A, v* = 10 km/h

Cyclist Condition Course ρ me σe SNR p

A v? = 10 km/h Ottenberg 0.96 1.5 W 22.4 W 19.6 dB 98.9%
B v? = 11 km/h Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.97 -2.0 W 23.5 W 18.2 dB 98.5%
C P? = 160W Ottenberg 0.90 -0.54 km/h 1.41 km/h 14.1 dB 96.1%
D P? = 150W Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.94 0.67 km/h 2.21 km/h 14.6 dB 96.6%

Fig. 6 Field versus simulator ride of cyclist A. In the left plot the grey line gives the power measured by the SRM. The solid line shows the
measurement of the simulator. The right plot shows the distribution of the error signal, defined as the simulator power minus the SRM power.
The errors are analysed in the table for all rides. ρ is the correlation coefficient, me is the mean error, σe is the standard deviation, SNR is the
signal-to-noise ratio, and p the percentage of variation explained by the model. (Since on the simulator starting with v = 0 causes large errors
during the acceleration phase at the beginning, the first 4 s of the data were cut off and ignored.)
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Fig. 7 Field versus simulator ride of cyclist A. The left plot shows the actual speed when the cyclist tried to maintain a constant speed of 10 km/h

both in the field and on the simulator. The right plot shows the distribution of the difference signal, defined as speed on the simulator minus speed
in the field. (Since on the simulator starting with v = 0 causes large errors during the acceleration phase at the beginning, the first 4 s of the data
were cut off and ignored.)

Table 4 Distribution of power for a ride up the Ottenberg (2.827 km,
234 m altitude) at 10 km/h requiring a total time of 16 min 39 s and a total
energy of 57.6 Wh.

Power Average power Percentage

P̄pot 190.4 W 91.8%
P̄air 7.5 W 3.6%
P̄bear 0.3 W 0.1%
P̄roll 9.2 W 4.4%
P̄kin 0.0 W 0.0%

total 207.4 W 100.0%

model predictions, simulator measurements and model pre-
dictions, and normalised field and simulator measurements,

respectively. The intermediate Figures 6 and 7 compare sim-
ulator and field measurements before the normalisation had
been performed, thus containing an error that is induced by
the inability of the cyclists to maintain exactly the same pac-
ing indoors and outdoors. The right plots in each figure show
density functions of the distributions of the differences be-
tween these pairs of signals. The tables at the bottom in Fig-
ures 4–6, and 8 characterise the deviations of the model pre-
dictions and measurements by giving the correlation coef-
ficient ρ , the mean error me, the standard deviation of the
error σe, the signal-to-noise ratio SNR as defined in (12),
and the percentage p of the variation of the data accounted
for by the model given by (13).
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b) Wachtbüeler Höhe, Cyclist B, v* = 11 km/h
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c) Ottenberg, Cyclist C, P* = 160 W
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d) Wachtbüeler Höhe, Cyclist D, P* = 150 W

Cyclist Condition Course ρ me σe SNR p

A v? = 10 km/h Ottenberg 0.98 7.5 W 18.5 W 20.9 dB 99.2%
B v? = 11 km/h Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.98 4.8 W 19.0 W 20.1 dB 99.0%
C P? = 160W Ottenberg 0.98 -0.45 km/h 0.66 km/h 19.5 dB 98.3%
D P? = 150W Wachtbüeler Höhe 0.99 0.12 km/h 0.72 km/h 24.6 dB 99.7%

Fig. 8 Field versus simulator rides (for normalised measurements). In the left plots the grey lines give the power resp. speed measured by the
SRM. The solid lines show the measurements of the simulator. The right plots show the distributions of the error signals, defined as the simulator
power minus the SRM power. The errors are analysed in the table. ρ is the correlation coefficient, me is the mean error, σe is the standard deviation,
SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, and p the percentage of variation explained by the model. (Since on the simulator starting with v = 0 causes large
errors during the acceleration phase at the beginning, the first 4 s of the data were cut off and ignored.)
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4 Discussion

The discussion is organised in three parts: the comparison
of the model predictions with the measurements in the field,
with those in the lab, and the comparison of the performance
in the field with that in the lab.

4.1 Comparison of measurements in the field with model
predictions

The results in Figure 4 show that the mathematical model
describes the dynamics of power output on an uphill course
with good precision. The signal-to-noise ratio was 19.7–
23.9 dB and 98.9 to 99.6% of the variation of the measured
power over the course was accounted for by the model. This
finding is even better than the 97% reported in the previous
study [2] of Martin et al. This may be due to the fact that in
the previous study the model was evaluated only for the con-
stant prescribed speed (on a flat course) while in this study
the model equations were evaluated for all of the time steps,
thus, also accounting for variations in speed.

The density functions of the power and speed errors
show a hat-shaped form which can be well characterised
by the mean values me and the standard deviations σe. Yet,
outliers due to systematic errors which occured occasion-
ally, slightly exceed the standard deviation one might expect
from the visual impression of the density functions.

For the first ride, me and σe made up 4% and 9% of the
average power given in Table 4. The mean error of the pre-
dictions may be due to several factors: the physical model
parameters could have been not sufficiently precise. Some
were taken from the literature and should be adapted for the
bicycle, the courses, and the cyclists. Others were measured
with errors. The manufacturer of the SRM power meter
claims an accuracy of ±0.5% for the power measurements,
although it was confirmed on personal request that the accu-
racy has not been validated scientifically. Together with the
unknown measurement error of the speedometer this could
explain part of the error. As gravity was responsible for the
major part of the overall resistance, a small measurement er-
ror of the mass could introduce a significant bias, too. For
the first ride, the observed bias of 8.0 W would be compen-
sated for, if the mass of the rider was assumed to be 69.5 kg
instead of 72.8 kg. Although this is too much of a difference
to attribute the mean error solely to the inexactness of the
used commercial scales, the sum of all propagated measure-
ment errors can be expected to produce mean errors in the
range of the observed values.

Besides the measurement error of the power meter resp.
the speedometer, it can be assumed that the main source of
the standard deviation of the model prediction error was due
to errors in the measurement of the road gradient. These er-
rors in the slope measurement are due to a combination of

errors of the distance measurement, the horizontal standard
GPS coordinates, and the differential GPS coordinates. In
road sections where the model was used to determine the
gradients, errors of the speedometer and the power meter
measurements could cause errors in the resulting gradients,
too. An a-posteriori re-computation of the gradient using the
model and the measured values for power and speed of the
first ride (Ottenberg, average gradient 8.3 %) yielded a mod-
ified gradient which, by construction, leads to model predic-
tion errors that completely vanish for that ride. These mod-
ified gradients are on average 0.13 % lower than the mea-
sured gradients, i.e., the mean modified gradient was 8.17 %.
The standard deviation of the difference between the com-
puted and the measured gradients was 0.81 %. Assuming a
sampling distance of approximately 3 m, the standard devia-
tion of 0.81 % of the measured gradient values corresponds
to about 2.4 cm deviation in height difference measurements
between two adjacent sample points. This is in the range of
the standard deviation estimated by the Leica GPS900 for
good signal reception. Therefore, this rough and simplifying
analysis indicates that the observed model prediction errors
are approximately in the range that can be expected due to
measurement errors in differential GPS altitude.

4.2 Comparison of simulator measurements with model
predictions

The measurements of power and speed on the simulator
agreed very well with the mathematical model predictions
with a signal-to-noise-ratio ranging from 23.2–27.4 dB, see
Figure 5. In contrast to the above the causes for artifacts
cannot be explained by insufficiencies of the mathematical
model since it is the model itself which was implemented in
the simulator.

Apart from errors induced by the brake force generation
and the speed measurement of the ergometer, small devia-
tions were due to the different numerical implementation of
the simulator and the model prediction. The simulation soft-
ware has a fixed sampling rate of 2 Hz and future values of
speed and distance for the computation of the gradient and
the acceleration for the next sampling period are unavail-
able. In contrast, for the model predictions Matlab’s ode45
function was used which includes the computation of vari-
able step sizes based on accuracy estimations.

There were two more technical sources of error: Firstly,
a change of the electronic gears causes a small jump of the
speed according to (9), which does not occur when shift-
ing real gears. If power is computed by the model using the
speed measurement, this speed jump represents an acceler-
ation that will produce a corresponding short term power
due to the change of the kinetic energy of the system. Sec-
ondly, when the minimal nominal pedal force fell below the
50 N threshold, as described in Section 1.3, the simulator
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switched to its model mode in which the speed was solely
computed by the model and decoupled of the physical rota-
tion speed of the ergometer. Hence, switching between nor-
mal and model mode again caused a speed jump and a cor-
responding power prediction. However, with the setup of the
rides presented in this paper, these situations were rare. Such
errors can been seen in road sections where the model mode
is active, i.e., in the first ride at 2.55–2.60 km and in the sec-
ond ride at 1.82–1.94 km and 4.04–4.13 km.

The density functions of the error were again hat-shaped
with values for the mean and the standard deviation less
than with the comparison of model prediction and SRM field
measurements. The accuracy of the power measurements af-
ter ergometer calibration by the manufacturer is claimed to
be ±2% for a power larger than 100 W, [15]. Related to the
average power of the first ride, this is equivalent to ±4.1W
and could already explain a substantial part of the error.

4.3 Comparison of simulated rides with outdoor rides

The (unnormalised) performance parameters in the simula-
tions were only partly similar to those in the field, with a
range of 14.1–19.6 dB in SNR. The curve in Figure 6 shows
the best result (cyclist A) only. As in the previous figures,
quality measures to compare the similarity of outdoor and
simulator ride are given for all rides in the table below.

However, part of the deviations were caused by the
inability of the cyclists to cycle with exactly the same
speed/power in the field and on the simulator, see Figure 7.
The extent of this contribution to the overall error depends
on the cyclist and may decrease with experience. Moreover,
it is irrelevant for the research question on hand to ask to
what precision a lab simulation can reproduce real-world
conditions for a given track in the field. In order to compen-
sate for this irrelevant error, the normalisation, as proposed
in Section 2.6, was applied and yielded the comparison de-
picted in Figure 8.

The signal-to-noise ratios of 19.5–24.6 dB and all other
error measures for the normalised measurements were very
similar to those of the comparison of model predictions and
SRM field measurements. This is not surprising because the
model prediction was much closer to the simulator measure-
ments than to the SRM field measurements.

However, a further source of error must be considered
when power measured by the simulator is compared to
power measured by the SRM: Although both measurement
devices were calibrated by the manufacturers within the rec-
ommended time period of one year, the power measured by
the SRM during cycling on the ergometer is only 95 % of
the power measured by the ergometer in the range between
100–300 W. In fact, one should expect it to be even larger
because the chain losses are only measured by the SRM in

the crank and not by the simulator in the rear hub. This bias
was the result of a systematic analysis of a step test in [11]
where the same measurement devices were used. Upon re-
quest, the manufacturers confirmed their awareness of this
problem. There is no perfect reference or ground truth for
pedalling power and a scientific evaluation of different cali-
bration techniques – either static using weights or dynamic
using electrical generators or torque and angular speed mea-
surements has not been done, yet.

5 Conclusions and future work

This study confirmed that a mathematical model for perfor-
mance parameters in road cycling is capable of accurately
predicting required power output also on uphill courses with
variable road gradients given the location and speed along
with physical, mechanical, and geographical parameters. Al-
ternatively, the model can accurately predict the speed of the
cyclist given the power applied at the chain wheel.

The acquisition of precise gradient profiles of the
courses was a decisive factor for the accuracy of the pre-
diction. In a similar previous study with slope profiles that
originated from finite difference approximations of stan-
dard GPS altitude measurements using the Garmin Edge
705 [17], it was necessary to smooth the slope profile with
a Gaussian filter of 30 m standard deviation in order to re-
duce spurious gradient peaks caused by noise. However, the
smoothing decreased the magnitudes of narrow maximums
and minimums, too. This led to visibly smaller model pre-
dictions of power at real gradient maximums and larger pre-
dictions at minimums. Here, this source of error was elim-
inated by replacing the smoothed height profiles by differ-
ential GPS and model predictions together with spatial ref-
erencing by means of GPS coordinates. However, the de-
graded quality or unavailability of the differential GPS sig-
nal in presence of trees, houses, and hills, as shown by the
grey sections in Figure 1, was a significant limitation. The
alternative method that computes the slope profile with the
model equations, as described in Section 2.4, gave better
slope profiles than with smoothed standard GPS data. Nei-
ther in the slope profile in Figure 1 nor in the comparison
of model prediction and measurements, a significant degra-
dation of the slope profile on course sections, where differ-
ential GPS is unavailable, could be detected visually. How-
ever, a drift error regarding the absolute height computed
from this slope estimate could only be avoided if the slope
is slightly scaled to match the true height differences of the
start and end points of the sections.

It was shown that for simulated rides on real courses the
mathematical model can be implemented on an ergometer
which allows a fast and precise control of the brake force
like the Cyclus 2. The simulation was accurate to a very
good extent, so that the major contribution of errors between
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performance measurement on the simulator and outdoors
was caused by the uncertainties of the model parameters
and slope measurements and not by the ergometer control.
This is true provided that the simulated resistance is in the
valid (positive) range depending on the angular speed of the
ergometer. Therefore, the simulator can be used for course
specific training. A comparison of a field and simulator ride
requires to consider the deviation induced by the inability of
a cyclist to maintain the same pacing during the two rides.

This study had some limitations; it incorporated (also
steep) slopes, but not high speeds, which would test for ac-
curacy of the model regarding higher order terms of the
speed. However, this was the focus in another study [11]
where the use of the model to estimate the physical parame-
ters like the rolling friction coefficient or the cross-sectional
area of the cyclist-bicycle system was dealt with. Those ex-
periments were performed on a flat road so that high speeds
could be reached. A comparison with literature parameters
was included.

Another limitation was that downhill sections have not
been considered, yet. Although, for downhill cycling, the
simulator is able to compute the kinetic variables according
to the model and play the video with the appropriate speed,
there is no motor that could accelerate the ergometer me-
chanics. Besides, downhill cycling requires dexterity rather
than physical power capabilities and endurance, the latter of
which is the main focus of this research project. The neces-
sity of braking when speed is too high or, e.g., balancing on
the bicycle in a curve is difficult to model and simulate and
cannot be trained on ergometers of current technology.

Future work will improve the operation of the simulator
by controlling the brake at a 10Hz instead of 2 Hz sampling
rate using the RS232 interface . Thus, the mismatch of the
moment of inertia can be compensated by incorporating an
appropriate term into the brake force and a smoother transi-
tion between normal and model mode in presence of down-
hill sections can be designed.

Although in principle the current road gradient mea-
surements are accurate enough, the Galileo GNSS, which
is currently being developed, may provide a better accuracy
and, more importantly, better availability of accurate posi-
tion data also in road sections with obstacles nearby. If even
bicycle computers get equipped with that new technology,
gradient profiles of further courses will be measurable with
a simpler and more practical technique and sufficient preci-
sion.

Both the model and the simulator have been used to
compute and validate the optimum pacing strategy for indi-
vidual cyclists which requires a physiological model of the
physical power capabilities of the cyclist [9]. This approach
was motivated and related to previous work by Maronski,
1994 [8], Gordon, 2005 [7], and Atkinson, 2007 [6]. To-
gether with an extension of physiological measurements and

their modelling the whole system shall indicate and train ef-
fective tactics enabling cyclists to optimally prepare even for
unfamiliar tracks.
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